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GrimPoWriMo

by Michdevilish
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D
edication

A n anthology by this parnassian poetaster in the time of cOvid, for the poetry writing month of April 2020. Dedicated to 

everyone arting in these shifting sands. Will April be the cruelest month?


E ach poem is crafted at the crack of dawn; words-of-the-day door-crash via on-line dictionaries I follow, and vie for 

inclusion! Every scribble serves in turn (or tries its level best)  to inspire a painting  later in the studio.


 This is one chapter from the forthcoming 2020  Scrap That!  Epic Words  (WIP title)


(To be) Published by Star Bear Publications.

https://starbearpublications.wordpress.com
https://starbearpublications.wordpress.com
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The Tentacles of Creation 

Said the dumbo to the poet:


Only credulous fools


would hold their Areopagus 


on this ombrogenous airhead


in constant need of the precipitation of words


A loon and a fool,


flying into a fahrtwind 


of shaftworthy 


cullibility...


Still: it’s gratis


to join our 


Grim Poe Society!
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First Things 
Sipping java 


from the red email cup


for the first startlish 


Everest  of the day:


pranayamas in my pyjamas


and then, true fact:


pleonasmic poetry!


The words of the day


may want to walk all over you


(that’s aperçu)


yet, it’s something fun to do:


a crafty chicken scratch a day


keeps one from feeling washed-out 


or contemplating


exponential corona curves
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Personalia with Apologia 
(the day the albatross transmogrified into a black swan)


We walked on eggshells past blue sky


piling Pelion upon Ossa


The fetch of albatross did fly,


like kyanite through rimy idweshu


Wheelspins, wheelspins everywhere!


In shreds our comfortable cocoon 


Wheelspins, wheelspins everywhere 


We decollate the daddock as we swoon...
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Who Poes There?

First then, an anacrusis:

Oh, now do you want


an ovation for your ovation?

The ruly hoopoe’s eggs have


foul-smelling coatings

Its power le bouchon


Walking tall and tweeting

catchy solecisms 


while 

laying  wind eggs


with such assiduity!

Who Poes There? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anacrusis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anacrusis
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Ducking and Diving in Troubled Waters 
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Asinine Adonic Healthcare Haiku 
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You warm the Coquina Cockles of my Heart 
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When the Cat’s not Asleep 
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When Blobfish Surface 



13

Tun That 



14

Daffadowndilly 



15

Carrier Shells 
 (2020 looks back at 2014 with 20/20 vision: https://
artandscience.atavist.com/verilyscaiku)

https://artandscience.atavist.com/verilyscaiku
https://artandscience.atavist.com/verilyscaiku
https://artandscience.atavist.com/verilyscaiku
https://artandscience.atavist.com/verilyscaiku
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Corona Umbra 



17

Liar, Liar Pants on Fire 



18

Cosmopsis Emperror 

its
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Pin-ups 
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c0vid Consuetudinary 
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Ashes to Ashet 
(Toe Lippe) 
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The Maculate Slate 



23

On the Money 
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COvid-38 on the Cards Rings on their Fingers and Bells on their Toes 
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Bubble Brain 

(An Ad by our Sponsors)
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Imposter Syndrome 
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It’s a Free Verse 
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Ode to the Poet 

Life is Drôl

https://fineartamerica.com/featured/dapper-dung-beetle-michelle-de-villiers.html?product=face-mask
https://fineartamerica.com/featured/dapper-dung-beetle-michelle-de-villiers.html?product=face-mask
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Before Swine 



30

Le Sigh Comeuppance 
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The End, not Nigh 

As Scarlett said: Tomorrow is another day.


We have come to the end of Poetry Writing Month 2020, but why stop? Despite Covid-19 not being gone with the wind, the 
world, and the words, go on.


More fun: Plucky Pheasantries

https://books.apple.com/us/book/plucky-pheasantries/id1462075988
https://books.apple.com/us/book/plucky-pheasantries/id1462075988
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